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Figure 2. Circuit Assembling

NOTE:

 FUTURE BOX FB03 is suitable for this kit.

LEVEL 1

CHASING LIGHT 3 LED

Ç§¨Ãä¿¡ÃÐ¾ÃÔº 3 Ñ̈§ËÇÐ LED 3 ´Ç§

CODE 110

Figure 1. Chasing Light 3 LED Circuit
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Figure 3. Installing the Components

The FK110 is ideal beginner's project or classroom kit. 

Assembled in just a few minutes, the FK110 turns each of its 

three LEDs ON and OFF in sequence. Use it as a decoration or 

in model building. Vary the cycle time and the ON time for the 

LEDs by altering the C and R values.

Technical data

- Power supply : 6-9VDC.

- Electric current consumption : 16-22mA (max.)

- IC board dimension : 1.59 in x 1.32 in. 

How does to work 

The circuit comprises three typical sets of component that are 

connected; each having a R1,R3,R5 and a C1-C3 which regulate 

the flash speed of a LED. The R2,R4,R6 functions as load to 

reduce the current to the LED. In performance, two LEDs start 

working simultaneously. Supposing step 1, once TR1 and TR2 

work then LED1 and LED2 will turn on while TR3 doesn't work 

and LED3 turns off.  Step 2, once TR2 and TR3 work then LED2 

and LED3 will turn on while TR1 doesn't work and LED1 turns 

off. Step 3, once TR1 and TR3 work then LED1 and LED3 will 

turn on while TR2 doesn't work and LED2 turns off. This will 

repeat in cyclic order.

Circuit Assembly

The assembly of components is shown in Fig. 2. For good 

looking and easy assembly, the shorter components should be 

first installed - starting with low resistant components and then 

the higher. An important thing is that diodes, electrolyte 

capacitors, and transistors shall be carefully assembled before 

mounting them onto their right anode/cathode of the IC board 

otherwise it might cause damage to the components or the 

circuit. Configuration of the anode and the cathode is shown in 

Fig 3. Use the soldering iron/gun not exceeding 40 watts and the 

solder of tin-lead 60:40 with flux within. Recheck the correctness 

of installation after soldering. In case of wrong position, just use 

lead absorber or lead extractor wire to avoid probable damage 

to the IC. 

Testing

Supply 9-12 VDC to the circuit two LEDs will turn on.  When 

one of them turns off the third will turn on instead.  This will 

repeat in cyclic order. The flash speed can be adjusted faster or 

slower by increasing or decreasing the capacitance of the 100-mF 

C.  If the performances show this, it means that the circuit is 

ready for use.


